ABSTRACT
INTRODUCTION
Control of transcription initiation is a pivotal mechanism for determining whether or not a gene is expressed and how much mRNA -and consequently protein -is produced. A promoter is a sequence that initiates and regulates transcription of a gene. Protein binding sites in a promoter represent the most crucial elements and the corresponding proteins are called transcription factors (TFs). There is a large variety of TFs in the cell. Currently more than 1400 human TFs are known and a total of about 1850 (Venter et al. (2001) ) -3000 (Lander et al. (2001) ) was estimated for the human genome. Being able to predict potentially functional transcription factor binding sites (TFBS) is an important first step in promoter analysis.
One way to describe TFBS is by nucleotide or position weight matrices (NWM or PWM) (for review see Stormo (2000) ). A weight matrix pattern definition is superior to a simple IUPAC consensus sequence as it represents the complete nucleotide distribution for each single position. It also allows quantifying the similarity between the weight matrix and a potential TFBS detected in the sequence. The concept of PWMs was developed in the 1980s, but the widespread use of the concept in form of programs was delayed almost a decade since only a few special matrices had been defined (Bucher (1990) ). MatInspector was one of the first programs to close this gap in 1995, offering an extensive precompiled library of 214 weight matrices (Quandt et al. (1995) ).
Other programs based on PWMs include SignalScan (Prestridge (1996) ) and Matrix Search (Chen et al. (1995) ), which were based on TRANSFAC 2.5, TFD 7.4 and IMD, and are not updated anymore. TESS (http://www.cbil.upenn.edu/tess/) uses a library based on TRANSFAC 4.0 and applies a log-likelihood score or the MatInspector scoring scheme for matrix searches. The program Match ) uses a similar scoring scheme as MatInspector, but lacks matrix families (see below), resulting in a large number of redundant matches. The publicly available version of Match allows searching for matrices from TRANSFAC 6.0 public, containing 336 matrices. The commercial version of TRANSFAC (release 8.4) currently has 741 entries, but academic users cannot use it freely. ConSite ) is based on the JASPAR database (Sandelin, Alkema et al. (2004) ), which contains 111 entries. Today the MatInspector library contains 634 matrices representing the largest library available for public searches.
It is important to note that TFBS only carry the potential to bind their corresponding protein. However, they can occur everywhere in the genome and are by no means restricted to regulatory regions. Sites outside regulatory regions are known to bind their TFs (Kodadek (1998) ), and it is the context that differentiates a functional binding site affecting gene regulation from a mere physical binding site (Elkon et al. (2003) ). TFBS prediction programs like MatInspector can infer the binding potential, however not the functionality of a site. Functionality can ultimately only be proven by a wet-lab experiment with defined settings, particularly since potential binding sites in a promoter can be functional in certain cells, tissues or developmental stages and non-functional under different conditions. Involving advanced bioinformatics strategies like detailed promoter analysis of e.g. orthologous or co-regulated genes can significantly reduce the number of test candidates.
ALGORITHM
In our original paper (Quandt et al. (1995) ) a set of tools for the generation of matrices (MatInd) and the detection of potential TFBS (MatInspector) was introduced. MatInd constructs a matrix description consisting of a PWM, a conservation profile (so-called conservation index vector, Civector) and a core region for a set of training sequences. The Ci-value at each position i of the matrix is calculated by
where P(i,b) is the relative frequency of nucleotide b at position i. MatInspector uses this information to scan nucleotide sequences for matches to this pattern by calculating a matrix similarity score which reaches 1 only if the test sequence corresponds to the most conserved nucleotide at each position of the matrix. The matrix similarity is calculated by
where Ci(j) is the Ci-value of position j, n is the length of the matrix, score(b,j) is the matrix value for base b at position j and max_score is the maximum score within a matrix column at position j. For details please see Quandt et al. (1995) .
Both programs MatInd and MatInspector were significantly enhanced.
IMPLEMENTATION

Definition of matrices (MatDefine)
The weight matrices of the MatInspector library are now generated with MatDefine, a tool for automatic definition and evaluation of weight matrices from a set of TFBS. MatDefine extends the original algorithm MatInd in several respects: i) First, a short highly conserved core sequence that is common to the input sequences is defined. For this purpose the tuple search algorithm developed by Wolfertstetter et al. (1996) is used. The algorithm is based on a search for n-tuples (default n=4), which occur at least in a minimum percentage of the sequences (default 90%) with no or one mismatch, which may be at any position of the tuple. Selection of tuples is carried out by maximization of the information content (Ci-value) of the tuples. The tuple with the highest Ci-value is selected as matrix core. ii) The alignment of the binding sites is then anchored at the first position of the identified core sequence. iii) The length of the weight matrix is automatically determined by cutting off low conserved positions (Ci < 25) at both matrix ends. iv) All training sequences are checked against the resulting matrix, sequences with a matrix similarity below 0.8 are rejected. v) This process is repeated until the matrix recognizes all remaining sequences. No matrix is generated if less than five sequences remain. Rejected sites may be weak binding sites that bind only in context with other TFs as shown in the example in Table 1 or sites not likely to bind the TF. vi) The final matrix is compared to all existing matrices of the library to check whether the new matrix is similar to an already available binding site description. For this purpose all binding sites used for generation of the matrix are searched for TFBS matches with the whole matrix library. The number of binding sites recognized by the same matrix family is used as measure for the similarity to existing matrices and is displayed as information for the user. Table 1 illustrates the definition of a matrix for the MatInspector library: 12 binding sites for the transcription factor RUNX2 (runt-related transcription factor 2, AML3) were selected from various papers as the initial training set. Table 1 shows the alignment of the 11 sequences that passed the quality checks during matrix generation. The final RUNX2 (AML3) matrix recognizes all sites with a matrix similarity above 0.8. Figure 1 shows the profile of the Ci-vector of the matrix description, i.e. the Ci-value, representing the conservation at each position. The three conserved G nucleotides reflect direct protein-DNA contacts as seen in x-ray structure analysis (Tahirov et al. (2001) ). One of the 12 binding sites was rejected during matrix generation as no core sequence was found. The rejected ameloblastin site misses one of these critical contacts, making it unlikely that it is a strong RUNX2 binding site. This notion is further supported by the fact that RUNX2 binds to that site only as part of a larger complex (Dhamija and Krebsbach (2001) ). Similar binding of a protein complex to a weak binding site was described in ).
Search for matrix matches (MatInspector)
MatInspector uses the information of core positions, nucleotide distribution matrix and Ci-vector to scan sequences of unlimited length for pattern matches as described in (Quandt et al. (1995) ).
We developed a so-called family concept to minimize redundant matches and optimized matrix thresholds were introduced to reduce false-positives. Both concepts are detailed below.
The MatInspector family concept
It is reasonable to keep different matrix descriptions for a factor in the library as those matrices might be based on different training data originating from independent publications. Similar matrices for one TF can lead to multiple matches at the same position or to matches that are only shifted by a few basepairs if the corresponding matrix descriptions are only partially overlapping or differ in length. A new feature of the matrix library is the assignment of each individual matrix to a family consisting of matrices that represent similar DNA patterns.
The assignment of matrices from the MatInspector library to families involves two steps. First the matrices are grouped automatically by an unsupervised clustering approach based on a selforganizing map algorithm. For each matrix, a feature vector is calculated based on the summed probabilities of di-, tri-and tetra-nucleotides occurring within the matrix. These feature vectors are then used to generate a standard self-organizing map (Kohonen (1995) ). The map dimensions were 20x15 nodes, reflecting the ratio of the values of the first two principal components of the feature vector distribution. The map was then initialized with random vectors and a two-stage learning process was applied. For the first so-called pre-ordering stage we used an initial neighbourhood radius of 8 nodes, a learning ratio of 0.2 and 10,000 adaptation steps. For the second, fine-tuning stage the initial radius was reduced to 3 nodes, the learning rate was set to 0.02 and 80,000 steps were used. The process was repeated with different random initializations.
Groups were then selected based on the preservation of distances between the feature vectors of the trained map throughout this repetitive process.
Due to their high Ci-values the conserved regions of a matrix provide prominent feature values, whereas the remaining positions add valuable secondary contributions, making the approach feasible for a distinctive grouping of the matrices. We found that larger areas of the map also tend to reflect a clustering of matrices of TFs with similar binding domains (e.g. bHLH, bZIP, etc., for a review of binding domains see Garvie and Wolberger (2001) ). For example, the zinc finger proteins EGR1, EGR2, EGR3, EGR4, and WT1 are represented by the V$EGRF family. Table 2 ). The highest scoring IRF family match is IRF1 for both matches. But this does not mean that only IRF1 can bind to these sites, all TFs of the IRF family are able to bind to the TFBS identified. The DNA binding sites of the different interferon regulatory factors cannot be distinguished computationally; this is the reason why they are in the same family.
Optimized Matrix Thresholds
With the original version of MatInspector it was apparent that with a fixed matrix similarity threshold some matrices matched very frequently whereas others hardly appeared at all, even missing true positive matches in evaluation sequences. The reason is the different length and conservation profile of the matrices in the library: matches to a long and highly conserved matrix have a lower probability to reach any fixed threshold, as compared to matches to short, less conserved matrices. The first case may result in false negative, the latter in false positive matches. Pickert et al. (1998) described a strategy to evaluate false positives and negatives. Since there are usually only a limited number of true positives, which are also used, in the training process, we concentrated on reducing the number of false positives by introducing a so-called optimized matrix threshold for each individual matrix in the library.
We defined the optimized threshold of a weight matrix as the matrix similarity threshold that allows a maximum of 3 matches in 10,000 basepairs of non-regulatory test sequences (1.5 mio.
bp of coding sequences, excluding first exons, and genomic repeats). The latest version of MatInspector uses the optimized matrix threshold for each matrix as default and allows adjustment of thresholds relative to this default. The optimized threshold balances the differences in match frequencies between highly specific or relatively long matrices and less specific or shorter matrices.
The following example shows that the effect of optimized matrix thresholds is also biologically meaningful. When searching Sp1 binding sites in the murine PHGPx (Gpx4: glutathione peroxidase 4) promoter with optimized matrix similarity, three matches are found. All three Sp1 sites have been reported to be important for expression regulation of the PHGPx gene (Ufer et al. (2003) ). Searching with a fixed threshold of 0.85 results in two additional putative Sp1 matches without known function (Table 3) .
Another example is the human RANTES promoter (Chr. 17, contig NT_0170799, 8944188-8944857, 670 bp), which has been extensively experimentally analyzed. To date at least 10 TFBS have been functionally verified (Fessele et al. (2002) ). The introduction of the family concept combined with optimized matrix thresholds reduced the number of total matches by 302 (75%) while only missing a single functional binding site (10%) as compared to individual matrices with a fixed threshold of 0.85 (Table 4) .
Matrix Library
The matrices in the MatInspector library are derived from single publications with either a nucleotide distribution matrix or a list of binding sites or from several papers where individual binding sites were published. In contrast to other approaches the library is not supposed to represent all literature regarding a single TFBS but rather the best of current knowledge in terms of specificity and sensitivity of the resulting PWM. Thus, putatively erroneous binding sites are not represented in a matrix and the strand orientation for some binding sites might be inverted in comparison to the respective literature. Matrices that do not reach the quality thresholds are automatically removed from the MatInspector library. Quality thresholds are the number of binding sequences (at least 4) and the number of matrix matches expected in a random sequence of 1000 basepairs (lower than 5). The vertebrate matrix families additionally include information on tissue associations of the TFs.
They have been determined by semi-automatic analysis of all PubMed abstracts. A list of synonyms for each of the TFs in a family was generated, using LocusLink. PubMed abstracts were then scanned with these synonym lists and the associated MeSH terms representing tissues were recorded. Assignment of tissues to TFs followed the tree of MeSH terms (MeSH Browser NCBI), i.e. if a cocitation with a specific subtissue was found; the parental tissue was also recorded (e.g. Langerhans islets as subtissue, pancreas as parental tissue). Tissue association was primarily done automatically by the following criteria: i) the number of cocitations of a factor with a specific tissue MeSH term must exceed a fixed threshold, ii) the number of citations for that tissue must exceed a fixed threshold, iii) the cocitation frequency of factor and MeSH term must be overrepresented with regard to the calculated expected cocitation frequency within all abstracts with any synonym and tissue MeSH term.
The automatically generated list of TF -tissue associations was manually checked to remove obviously wrong associations arising from ambiguous usage of TF synonyms or extremely unequal distribution of examined tissues. It should be noted that the tissue associations derived statistically from literature do not necessarily reflect tissue specific expression since gene expression may change drastically in development or disease. However, we found that our scheme of extracting tissue associations from literature works well as a first approximation of tissue specific TF expression. MatInspector searches can be filtered for TFs associated with specific tissues.
Tools based on MatInspector
Designing regulatory sequences
Regulatory sequences usually contain many sites capable of binding TFs, and the selection, which TFBS are functional for transcriptional control depends on the biological context.
Experimental expression analysis using expression vectors therefore may be affected by additional TFBS in the vector as the number and combination of relevant TFBS may be influenced by the experimental conditions. One way to prevent this is to remove all potential TFBS from the sequence of the expression vector except those necessary for the experiment. 
Analyzing promoters for common transcription factor binding sites
Although MatInspector can find most true positive TFBS matches and reduces the amount of false positive matches in a promoter region, not all sites found are necessarily functional in the particular biological context. A first step in examining functionality is comparative promoter analysis. Promoters sharing a common function, e.g. promoters responsive to interferon or a set of actin promoters from different species can be compared. A binding site that occurs in most promoters -particularly at a similar relative position within the promoters -is presumably evolutionary conserved and this represents supporting evidence that the site may be functional.
As a first step to in-depth promoter analysis the "common sites analysis" together with a concise graphical display of the results was added to MatInspector's capabilities. Displayed are only matches to matrices that are common to a user-defined percentage of input sequences (default 90%). In the following example a set of 6 promoter sequences for muscle actin genes from human and mouse was analyzed by MatInspector for TFBS common to all input sequences (Figure 3 ). This analysis for common TFBS in co-regulated promoters can reduce the number of relevant TFs dramatically. Figure 3 already reveals a recurring pattern of TFBS in muscle actin promoters, consisting of two to four SRF sites and a TATA box which is conserved throughout all sequences (Klingenhoff et al. (1999) ).
Detecting TFBS in aligned regions of orthologous promoters (DiAlignTF)
The functional conservation of TFBS can also be evident on sequence level. This has been shown recently for the T-catenin gene (CTNNA3) (Vanpoucke et al. (2004) ) and for (Gfi1) growth factor independent 1 (Doan et al. (2004) ). Both publications show a multiple alignment of three orthologous promoters where the conserved TFBS are manually assigned. This task can now be performed automatically by DiAlignTF, a combination of MatInspector with the multiple alignment program DiAlign (Morgenstern et al. (1998) ). DiAlignTF is available from within the GEMS Launcher package at www.genomatix.de.
DiAlign is especially suited for alignment of regulatory sequences where only small fragments are conserved as it is able to detect local similarities in otherwise unrelated sequences.
DiAlignTF displays TFBS located at the same position within the alignment as coloured boxes.
Optionally, all TFBS identified by MatInspector or TFBS common to a user-defined percentage of the sequences can be displayed alongside the alignment. Similar tools for identification of evolutionarily conserved TFBS are rVista (Loots and Ovcharenko (2004) ), ConSite (Sandelin, Wasserman (2004)), and CONREAL (Berezikov et al. (2004) ). However, all these tools are only able to compare two sequences but not multiple sequences like DiAlignTF.
The following example shows how DiAlignTF can be used to reduce the list of potential TFBS to the most likely functional matches. Six rbcS (ribulose bisphosphate carboxylase small subunit) promoters of different plant species are aligned and searched for plant TFBS conserved in the alignment. In each of the six promoter sequences (average length 310 bp) about 30 potential plant TFBS are found using default MatInspector parameters (data not shown). From these 30 TFBS DiAlignTF identifies only four also conserved on sequence level: an I-box element, a Gbox element, an ABA response element, and the TATA box (Figure 4) . The I-box and the G-box element are functional TFBS, they have been identified experimentally as light-responsive unit of the rbcS promoter for tomato (Baum et al. (1997) ) and tobacco (Martinez-Hernandez et al. (2002) ). The ABA response element (ABRE) that overlaps with the G-box is also known to be involved in light regulation.
Finding organizational promoter models
The regulation of genes is precisely controlled by the different combinations of TF-bound sites in various cell types , Boehlk et al. (2000) ). A prime example is the regulation of the RANTES/CCL5 gene (Fessele et al. (2002) ): The promoter sequence of this chemokine contains six TF binding regions harbouring 10 distinct TBFS that were assessed experimentally in 5 human cell types under both stimulated and unstimulated conditions. It was shown that various subsets of the six binding regions (each containing several TFBS) play a role in the regulation of the gene in different tissues. Each of the TFBS was relevant for some tissues but nonessential in others as was determined by mutation experiments.
Therefore, identification of individual matrix matches is usually only the first step in promoter analysis; the subsequent aim will be the identification of more complex promoter models, i.e. functional units of a promoter consisting of at least two TFBS in conserved order. So-called promoter modules form a functional unit, allowing synergistic or antagonistic effects for a specific activation or repression of a gene.
For the automatic detection of modules and more complex models only those combinations of TFBS are analyzed that are situated in a common order and distance from each other. This requires a program that analyses the TFBS found by MatInspector with respect to their organization, i.e. their relative position. This program, called FrameWorker, is available at www.genomatix.de within the program package GEMS Launcher. Constraints to be given by the user are the quorum (i.e. the minimum number of sequences to contain the model), a minimum and a maximum distance between the TF sites within a model. FrameWorker lists all models up to a given number of elements that are found to be common to the input sequences together with a graphical display. A model consists of the matrix families involved, the distance range between the elements and their sequential order.
The common pattern of TFBS automatically found in the muscle actin set consists of two SRF sites in a distance of 40 to 91 basepairs, followed by a TATA box in 42 to 80 basepairs distance ( Figure 5 , parameters: quorum=100%, 10-100 bp distance between elements). This promoter model is part of a more complex muscle specific actin promoter model consisting of seven elements including SRF, TATA and SP1 as described and evaluated in (Klingenhoff et al. (1999) ).
This promoter model can now be used to scan DNA sequences (e.g. the complete human genome) for the occurrence of pattern matches. When searching a database of 55207 human promoters (Genomatix promoter database, 35 million basepairs), 49 of them contain the model, 23 of which are promoters of unknown genes corresponding to cDNAs generated by the oligocapping method (Ota et al. (2004) ), 4 are annotated as unknown or hypothetical proteins. The remaining 22 matches include the promoters for alpha1 actin, alpha2 actin, gamma2 actin, myosin, fibulin and tachykinin receptor 2. All these genes are associated with muscle development and are likely to be regulated by a common mechanism involving the TFBS of the model. Searching the promoter database for single matches to SRF or TATA results in 23620 and 35145 promoters respectively with at least one site. 16514 promoters contain both SRF as well as TATA. This demonstrates that frameworks with their inherent constraints are orders of magnitude more selective than simple co-occurences of matrix matches.
DISCUSSION
Like the well-known maps of metabolic pathways that describe pathways potentially used by a cell to accomplish metabolic processes, regulatory networks describe regulator-gene interactions that show potential pathways a cell can use to control gene expression. Knowing at least parts of these networks is important to understand the molecular underpinnings of cell life, which may later on help to eliminate side effects when developing new drugs. Promoter modules provide the basis to understand regulatory networks involved in gene expression, because they represent the molecular basis for integration of several TF signals into one output (transcription or repression).
The most important features of TFBS prediction programs are the highest possible coverage of known sites and the quality of matrix descriptions in the library. The MatInspector matrix library is designed to represent the best of current knowledge in terms of specificity and sensitivity regarding TFBS. The TRANSFAC database (Matys et al. (2003) ) focuses on representing all available publications. There is a subset of about 70% of the matrices in TRANSFAC that are marked as high quality matrices. The JASPAR database (Sandelin, Alkema et al. (2004) ) is mostly based on SELEX experiments, leading to very specific matrix descriptions not necessarily reflecting binding sites in their genomic context.
There have been several approaches to replace or extend the matrix model by methods taking into account dependencies between nucleotides at different positions within the binding site description (e.g. via hidden markov models). However, the number of sites required for training these methods ranges from at least several dozens (Locker et al. (2002) , Ellrott et al. (2002) ) to several thousands (Roulet et al. (2002) ). For many TFs only far less samples are available, making it impossible to apply such methods to the majority of binding sites without extensive laboratory work to gain the required data. Moreover, even if there is a sufficient number of samples for training, methods using positional dependencies do not always lead to improved results (Barash et al. (2004) ). The matrix approach therefore still offers a feasible and valid method to detect binding sites for a maximum possible number of different TFs. introduced a concept for related families of TFs and constructed 11 familial binding profiles. Their main goal was to predict the structural class of TFs interacting with newly characterized binding sites and to enhance the sensitivity of de novo pattern discovery methods. Our family concept is intended to reduce redundancy within the matrix library. Schones et al. (2005) provided a methodology to compare frequency matrices allowing the grouping of matrices into families. They generated 145 representatives for families that were based on TRANSFAC (7.2) extended core matrices and 36 representatives for the JASPAR database. We preserve the original matrix information by assigning each matrix to a family because searching with a representative would result in loss in specificity especially at flanking positions that do play a role in discriminating similar but different binding sites (like in the EBOX family where SREBP (sterol regulatory element binding protein) and Myc/Max factors are present).
MatInspector can find the potential binding sites of various activators and repressors that bind to specific DNA regulatory sequences. Especially the concurrent expression of genes as observed in expression array analysis is in part orchestrated by sets of common regulatory elements. These regulatory modules can be discovered as shown in this paper and used to identify additional target genes with similar regulatory properties in genomic sequence databases.
It should be stressed that such an analysis is complicated by the fact that co-expressed genes in an expression array experiment are not necessarily all co-regulated, as different regulation mechanisms can lead to the same expression pattern. Effects like a secondary cascade of transcription activation during the time course can divide a co-expressed cluster of genes in subsets regarding co-regulation. The careful selection of gene clusters is a crucial step for successful promoter analysis.
Although there is a consensus that the inspection of single TFBS in promoter sequences is not sufficient to fully understand gene regulation, it will remain one of the crucial first steps in the chain of analytical events. Nucleotides marked by a box show high information content, i.e. the matrix exhibits a high conservation (Ci-value > 60) at these positions. Nucleotides in capital letters denote the core sequence. Circles indicate protein-DNA contacts identified in x-ray structure analysis. The colour code of the matrix families is shown above the alignment. An asterisk below the alignment indicates identical nucleotides. The module consists of 2 SRF and a TATA site in a conserved distance. SRF and TATA sites are depicted in turquoise and blue respectively. 
TABLES
